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sega sports tennis is the first in the series to be fully multi-platform. the game allows for a greater variety of game modes as well as a smoother online experience than the previous
game. the game features more than 40 different courts to play on, including locations such as stuttgart and shanghai, etc. original virtua tennis title, virtua tennis 4 was released in

october 2005 in europe and north america for the playstation 2. it was the first virtua tennis game to support online multiplayer. virtua tennis 4 was the last sega game to be
released for the dreamcast, although the console was discontinued in north america in june 2001 and in europe in september 2003. the dreamcast version of virtua tennis 4 was a

port of virtua tennis 3 for the arcade, rather than a new game. the sequel, virtua tennis 5, was released in january 2007 in europe and north america for the xbox 360, playstation 3,
and playstation portable. virtua tennis 5 was the first virtua tennis game released on a home console. it features the wii motion plus peripheral to add motion control. virtua tennis 5
is a motion-controlled version of virtua tennis. it was released on the playstation 3, xbox 360, and wii u consoles. it features the wii motion plus peripheral to add motion control and
a wireless ad-hoc mode for multiplayer. the wii version was released in north america on march 26, 2010, and in europe on may 6, 2010. it was also released on march 22, 2010, in
japan for the playstation 3 and on march 23, 2010, for the xbox 360 in japan. both versions of virtua tennis 5 are available for pc. the two versions have similar graphics, controls

and options, and while both versions work identically in general, there are some minor differences. the pc version of virtua tennis 5 comes with two game modes - arcade and
tournament. the arcade mode is similar to the one in virtua tennis 4 and is where you play individual matches, and the tournament mode is much like a classic tennis tournament.

there are 2 game types in this mode - standard, where you play one set and set up, where you play a best of 3 set match.
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virtua tennis 3 was later
ported to the wii. the wii

version was developed by
the same company as

virtua tennis 3: final for
pc. the wii version

contains the same roster
of players as the final for

pc, but they are portrayed
on-screen as actual

human players, rather
than 3d human models
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like in the pc version. the
wii version of virtua tennis
3 features real-life court

data. the wii version of the
game lacks several mini-
games, such as a clay-

court serve shot or lay and
volley minigames, which

were present in the pc and
xbox 360 versions. we

have all the waiting for the
final of the new "the all

official official
スペインの順位戦"危機局
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tournament. its official
reveal drew the attention

of the tennis betting
community after the

tournament organizers,
whose official website is

jj.rainbow-tour.com, began
to use betting odds

suggesting the final would
last a full five hours, with a

us$2,000,000 prize in
total, and with a

quarterfinal that would
last nearly seven hours,
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with a prize of more than
us$1 million. the odds

tumbled quickly after the
tournament was finally
announced, with the

winner of the tournament,
fernando verdasco,

getting odds of 1/7 to win
the tournament as of

november 8, after he had
played in the

tournament's first round.
the organization wta,

responsible for organizing
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the tennis tours, has
operated in the united

states since 1973, and the
wta tour, as of july 2008,
is one of six grand slam

events that govern how 64
male players rank in the

world, and 16 female
players rank in the world.
new for wii - extended big-
screen movie effects: the
game effects have been
increased from 3d to full-
screen mode. there is now
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more headroom for the
eye movements and the

presentation of the images
has been improved. the
graphics have also been
improved, including skin

shaders, hair, weight, and
size changes. the game
contains more than 400

little animations, the fruit
growing new leaves, etc.
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